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Understanding ice loss in Earth’s coldest regions  
 

How do ice sheets melt in places where surface conditions are too cold for melting? Glaciers 
in the McMurdo Dry Valley rarely are observed to be actively melting, yet runoff from these 
glaciers feeds streams, lakes, and associated ecosystems in the valleys, which are among the 
coldest and driest ecosystems on Earth. The processes generating melt under these marginal 
conditions are not well understood, and traditional melt modeling techniques are inadequate 
to explain the observed runoff. Using ice models, scientists found that melt on the glacier 
surface is rare, but internal melting is extensive and its drainage accounts for about half of all 
summer ice loss. 

Internal melting applies to glaciers at very high latitudes and elevations and to many 
extraterrestrial glaciers, such as those on Mars. Thus, for accurate measurements in these 
environments, the processes of solar radiation penetration into the ice and subsurface ice 
drainage and runoff should be incorporated into modeling glacier behavior at very high 
latitudes and elevations. 

A team of scientists has studied the melting and runoff puzzle using ice models. The 
temperature at the field location of the McMurdo Dry Valley glaciers of Antarctica never 
rises far above the threshold of melting throughout summer. The team investigated two 
processes:  

(1) penetration of solar radiation into the ice and  
(2) drainage of subsurface melt from the ice, as well as their roles in generating runoff from 
Dry Valley glaciers. 

The scientists successively added these processes to an energy balance model and applied the 
model to three glacier sites using 13 years of hourly meteorological data. Model results show 
that inclusion of both processes is necessary to accurately model the loss, density, and 
temperature of ice on these glaciers. Although melt on the glacier surface is rare, internal 
melting 5 to 15 centimeters below the ice surface is extensive and its drainage accounts for 
~50% of all summer ice loss. This is consistent with field observations of subsurface streams 
and formation of a weathering crust. 

The team identified an annual cycle of weathering crust formation in summer and its removal 
during the 10 months of winter sublimation. Ice melt complexities at air temperatures close 
to the melting temperature result in these glaciers responding differently to changes in 
climate than glaciers in warmer climates. 
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